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Welcome
to our powerful and growing partnership

For over a decade, Challenge Partners’ unique 
brand of challenge and collaboration has inspired 
and informed innovation and continuous 
improvement in schools across England, upskilling 
thousands of school leaders in the process.

As a result, well over a million children have benefited 
from excellent practice and the combined wisdom 
of exceptional teachers and leaders, advancing our 
mission of reducing educational inequality and 
improving the life chances of all.

Our practitioner-led programmes and networks share 
a vital aim: to ensure great practice is not trapped in 
individual schools (or departments within them), but 
identified and shared so all young people can benefit.

Collaboration in Challenge Partners is not cosy or 
fluffy. We believe — and evidence gathered over 
more than a decade proves — that transformative 
collaboration needs a hard edge, a steely focus on 
doing the best for every student, every day. Our 
schools are receptive to such challenge and prepared 
to speak up where provision falls short.

But challenge comes with a hand on the shoulder 
that supports and guides, uniting schools so they can 
learn, from and with each other, the most effective 
strategies for their pupils to thrive. Our rigorous 
Quality Assurance Review, Growing the Top, and 
Extending Leading Practice programmes don’t just 
challenge and develop everyone involved, they allow 
us to accredit excellence so you can be confident that 
the practice we share is practitioner- approved and 
we never recycle mediocrity.

We welcome into our vibrant national network of 
local partnerships any school or trust committed 
to improving themselves and others. Improvement 
is not a zero-sum game. By looking up and out, by 
collaborating and challenging themselves and each 
other to strive for excellence, our schools and leaders 
improve their own performance and the sector as a 
whole — something we call upwards convergence.

On the following pages, you can read more about 
how becoming one of more than 500 schools in our 
powerful and growing partnership will nourish you 
and your school. Please get in touch if you’re ready 
to join us, or if you’d like to discuss our work with one 
of the central team, or with school leaders like you 
who are already involved. We look forward to hearing 
from you.

Dr Kate Chhatwal OBE CEO

Challenge Partners believes 
the best way to enhance the life 
chances of all children is to enable 
developmental challenge and 
collaboration between schools 
and trusts to combine our wisdom.

As a result, well over a million children have benefited 
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Great practice shouldn’t be trapped in individual schools and trusts.

Challenge Partners is a national network of more 
than 500 schools and 100 trusts who fervently 
believe that working together is the best way to 
reduce education inequality and enhance the life 
chances of all children. 

Our practitioner-led partnership currently reaches 
more than 290,000 pupils across the country. Trusts 
and schools become stronger by looking beyond 
themselves, from inspiring and challenging each 
other and sharing wisdom. Pupils in our partner 
schools achieve more and progress faster than the 
national average, and that is particularly evident for 
disadvantaged pupils.

Peer review enables us to systematically identify 
and accredit excellence to share. Spreading peer-
approved and innovative practice quickly to schools 
across the country ensures effective support reaches 
the students in greatest need, wherever they are.

Born from the London Challenge, and now extending 
across England, Challenge Partners has been 
bringing senior leaders together to challenge each 
other and tackle the biggest issues facing our sector 
for more than a decade.

We provide the space for dialogue and collaboration 
in trusted networks, for school leaders to test and 
co-create practical strategies for sustained 
improvement. We draw on corporate expertise 
through the Social Business Trust and, by linking 
schools and trusts with external knowledge, the 
best keep on improving and help bring up the rest 
so that everyone benefits.

Check on our impact and progress

School 
improvement
programmes
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https://www.challengepartners.org/our-impact


Quality 
Assurance 
Review

Honest and insightful 
conversations driving 
school improvement.

The Quality Assurance Review is central to 
Challenge Partners’ school improvement work. 
Our quality assurance and assessment is built 
around this professional peer-led review with 
its laser focus on teaching and learning, 
curriculum and outcomes, and leadership 
at all levels.

The reviewers and the school’s senior leaders team 
up to examine where the school currently is and 
where it is heading, as they jointly identify areas 
for development and look at key challenges for the 
coming year.

On this programme, each school hosts an 
annual review, and reciprocates by sending their 
headteacher and senior leaders to review other 
schools in the network.

This process provides continuing professional 
development (CPD) for all leaders involved.

All those involved are trained by Challenge Partners 
prior to their first review and each team is guided 
and supported by an expert lead reviewer.

Virtual Leadership 
Quality Assurance Review
This popular new programme, rapidly created 
in response to the 2020/21 pandemic disruption, 
includes a particular focus on leadership at all levels.

“I thoroughly enjoyed the review process. 

It was the best CPD I have ever had. The 

experience from start to finish was rigorous 

and challenging and it developed my 

leadership skills in many ways.”

Jasmine French Reviewer at Edenthorpe Hall Primary, 
Doncaster

Independent evaluation found that 

our review offers multiple gains. 

Read more here

For further details contact 

programmes@challengepartners.org
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Quality Assurance Review 
offers schools

■ An initial audit on joining 
Challenge Partners

■ An annual or biennial audit as part 
of their evaluation cycle

■ Scrutiny of their own self-evaluation

■ Challenge for the forthcoming year

■ Development opportunities for 
senior staff

■ Accreditation of areas of excellent 
practice to share with the network
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https://www.challengepartners.org/sites/default/files/files/Multiple%20Gains.pdf


You don’t remain outstanding by standing still. 

Growing the Top provides opportunities for top 
performing schools in our Network of Excellence 
to work together, to push the boundaries and 
drive their schools – and the education system – to 
become world-class.

Working in trios and drawing expertise from 
education, business and beyond, schools collaborate 
to share excellence and address challenges.

This programme’s available to schools that have 
been graded outstanding or have gained leading 
estimates in a recent QAR. 

We support schools as they establish partnerships 
and share knowledge on what has worked for them 
on their path towards excellence. 

Stretching and challenging 
leading schools to keep 
improving, this programme 
speaks to our core philosophy: 
the importance of stimulating 
those at the top to rise higher to 
help the whole system move up.

In this structured programme:

■ Top performing schools learn from 
each other through school visit days, 
events, research and discussions

■ School leaders undertake facilitated 
visits to each other’s schools to 
explore systemic excellence and 
challenges. Visiting peers can talk to 
staff and students as they observe 
the host school’s successful practice 
in action, and are able to offer their 
own insights and suggestions to help 
the school continue to improve

■ Programme participants attend 
centrally organised events featuring 
speakers from academia, the corporate 
world and the education sector. The 
topics raised challenge school leaders 
to reflect on their own leadership 
approach, and examine how they can 
continue to adapt their practice and 
move their schools forward

Read our evaluation of the 
2018/19 pilot here 
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Reduce disparity 
through effective 
internal learning 
partnerships

Increase the top 
through effective 
external learning 
partnerships

Upwards convergence

To find out more contact 
programmes@challengepartners.org

Growing the Top:
Stand-Out Schools

https://www.challengepartners.org/sites/default/files/files/Growing%20the%20Top%20(June%202020).pdf
https://www.challengepartners.org/sites/default/files/files/Growing%20the%20Top%20(June%202020).pdf
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Extending 
Leading Practice

How to sustain and extend excellence.

This exciting new programme brings together 
a group of schools to embark on individual and 
shared improvement journeys. 

Building on Growing the Top, our successful 
programme for stand-out schools, Extending Leading 
Practice is for schools ambitious to make the shift 
from good to excellent practice in particular areas.

They welcome challenge and input from their peers, 
and have the leadership capacity to engage and 
progress with the programme.

The scheme offers:

■ Joint practice development with an outcome focus

■ Events that give access to outstanding practice

■ Visits that help participants build social capital, 

collaborate and co-create improvement plans

To find out more, contact 
programmes@challengepartners.org

“Opportunity to focus on a key area of our 

school development priorities with another 

senior leader in the school for a whole day is 

rare but incredibly useful, meaningful and 

worthwhile.”

Nicola Forster, Headteacher, North Primary 
and ELP participant
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First piloted in 2021/22. 
To qualify, your school 
can be any phase but 
must have been a partner 
school for at least a year 
and needs to have:

■ Completed a Quality Assurance 
Review with overall estimate 
of effective – with leading in at 
least one area – or with overall 
leading as an estimate

■ Be graded good or outstanding



Our networks
and hubs
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Challenge Partners’ aims

■ Maximise the life chances of all pupils and 
accelerate the progress of the disadvantaged

■ Support leaders at all levels to develop and 
grow capacity for sustained improvement 
in schools and trusts

■ Extend excellence, shaping a world-class 
system in which all pupils thrive

“It’s so powerful for my staff to see how 
other schools operate, which is then 
extremely beneficial for our students.” 

Nicki Hyde-Boughey, Headteacher, Claremont High School



A safe space to think, test and learn.

Leadership can sometimes be lonely, which is 
why a network of support is so valuable. These 
networks help headteachers build strong and 
mutually supportive relationships, providing a 
safe space to share experience and knowledge 
while exploring different approaches to school 
improvement.

Highly interactive and developmentally dynamic, 
our regional Jubilee Networks provide headspace 
for headteachers to reflect and learn while visiting 
each other’s schools. 

Key features:

■ Schools in the group take turns to host all-day 
meetings for 8-12 headteachers 

■ These structured visit days have short, focused 
inputs followed by facilitated discussions

■ Co-designed by the host school and a 
Challenge Partners facilitator, visit days provide 
unique learning experiences on diverse topics

■ Opportunities to engage middle leaders, governors 
and others in sharing good practice and opening 
up your school to peer feedback

■ Involvement in a network built on openness and 
trust, empowering leaders to take risks and learn 
from each other

■ Peer coaching and leadership inputs drawn from 
business to support headteachers to reflect on their 
personal and team leadership

Groups are formed
by phase and school 
size and bring 
together schools at a 
similar stage of their 
improvement journey.

Find out more by contacting 

partnershipsteam@challengepartners.org
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“The network has proved to be an invaluable 

opportunity to share expertise and issues 

with some of the very best practitioners 

in a very open, honest and positive way. 

By meeting in our different schools, it 

provides rare time to reflect, test ideas, gain 

alternative perspectives, knowledge and 

approaches that we can apply or modify to 

our own needs or priorities.”

Steve Hillier Founding member of our South West 
network/CEO, Sherborne Area Schools Trust

Read further details and testimonials

Jubilee 
Networks 

https://www.challengepartners.org/jubilee-networks


Creating roadmaps to drive school improvement.

Collaboration is an essential element for trusts 
and schools striving to achieve the best for their 
students. Schools in our Network of Excellence join 
forces in local hubs, bringing together like-minded 
professionals to address agreed local priorities, 
within or across phases.

Supported by the central team at Challenge 
Partners, hubs are led by appointed senior partners 
and hub managers, who are drawn from strong 
schools or trusts. They organise termly meetings 
so headteachers can discuss progress within their 
schools and share knowledge. 

Hubs and the Quality Assurance Review 
(QAR)
Support for schools doesn’t end with the QAR 
report that’s at the heart of our school improvement 
work. Post review, the local hub provides support to 
progress the development areas identified. 

Hub Action Plans
Based on agreed collective priorities, the Hub Action 
Plan is created in-hub, with support and funding from 
Challenge Partners. Covering in-school development 
points, guest speakers or opportunities for CPD for 
leaders.

Hub Manager Network and accreditation
Just like our partner schools, our hub managers 
come together and share best practice. We help hubs 
continue to improve the ways they work with schools, 
from supporting them following their QAR, to leading 
great hub meetings. 

“Our work with Challenge Partners 

and the Aspire Hub has helped our schools 

and our leaders to grow in many ways. They 

have grown in knowledge, in confidence and 

benefited enormously from being outward 

facing, learning from other strong schools and 

their talented creative leaders.” 

Karen Bramwell Senior Partner and CEO of Forward 
As One CE Multi Academy Trust 

Local Hub 
Collaboration 

We work with 44 hubs, and regional 
headteacher networks, covering more than

500 schools and 100 trusts across the country. 

Hub-led programmes
Excellence for Everyone
Aimed at tackling the disadvantage gap, 
these training guides support partner 
trusts and schools in understanding and 
challenging the link between poverty and 
poor outcomes. 

This toolkit of research-backed resources 
can be used to deliver a comprehensive 
training programme or to supplement 
your existing CPD work.

Excellence for Everyone provides 
ready-to-use workshops covering a 
variety of topics within three core 
themes of academic success, resilience 
and self awareness. 

Delivered via our website as a stand-
alone resource or as part of your hub 
programme.

Leadership Residency Programme
A dedicated practitioner-led leadership 
development programme for middle 
or senior leaders, immersing them in 
different schools to experience first-hand 
other ways of working and allowing them 
to explore an area of interest for school 
improvement.

Designed to be delivered within a hub 
or across nearby hubs, the residency 
programme gives leaders the chance to 
spend two or three days at a host school 
for focused development.

We provide the resources, frameworks 
and tools for hubs to organise the 
programme across their schools.
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Discover more about hubs here

https://www.challengepartners.org/local-hubs
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All partner schools and trusts 
join our Network of Excellence. 

It opens up a world of expertise to help schools 
and trusts improve by learning from peers’ practice, 
research and insights, including from international 
experts. 

This knowledge-sharing space brings opportunities 
to hear about leading practice and find peer support 
for sustainable school improvement. 

It includes access to a programme of inspiring 
speakers from the education sector and beyond, 
addressing topical and enduring themes, like 
curriculum, disadvantage, diversity and SEND.

The Network of Excellence includes:

Sharing Leading Practice 
Events where schools present their own areas of 
excellence, sharing their journey and key decision 
points so practitioners can understand how they 
might replicate or adapt it in their own context. 
Areas of Excellence are accredited by peers through 
QARs and sessions are run as either 90-minute 
webinars, or immersive in-person school visits. Both 
offer opportunities to engage and ask questions, 
and there is also the opportunity to follow-up and 
collaborate in depth.

National Network Meetings 
Held virtually to hear from great speakers with 
relevant expertise, ask questions and discuss 
challenges, learn from peers sharing excellent 
practice, or join masterclasses on live/strategically 
significant topics. Senior partners inform the agenda 
by sharing suggestions or current challenges they 
would value help to address.

Exclusive website
Our members area is a rich knowledge exchange 
hub where partner trust and school leaders at all 
levels can enjoy curated resources, partner school 
blogs, webinars and more. These are carefully 
catergorised by theme. The website also hosts key 
programme documents.

School Support Directory 
Our online directory of expertise and contacts. This 
valuable tool allows you to find and connect with 
leaders in schools with areas of excellence you’d like 
to explore.

Regular newsletter
Sent to all partner schools to share knowledge, 
resources and news of upcoming events.

“Over half term, I managed to spend 

time navigating the Challenge Partners 

website and wow! I knew there were 

good resources but now I have 

spent time delving more deeply, 

I can see how many of our schools 

would benefit.”

Michele Marr Chief Executive, 
Castle Phoenix Trust
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Our Network 
of Excellence



Prices for 2022/23
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* VAT is added to all prices

Create your own school package from our menu of school 
improvement programmes and networks. You can also lock 
in prices with multi-year subscriptions. 

Pick from this menu for schools partnership Full Partners Network 
Partners

Gateway to 
Partnership

■ Participation in our national Network of Excellence, a professional 
learning community of over 500 schools
– Sharing Leading Practice events
– National Network meetings
– Exclusive website and peer support directory 

  

■ Local Area Partnership: Choose between A or B (or opt for both, 
paying the hub fee and an additional fee of £1,200)

– A Local Area Hub: locally formed and led by strong 
schools or trusts, with funded activity on shared priorities 
and relationship manager

– B Jubilee Networks: relational networks with facilitated 
school visits to share knowledge, strengthen leadership 
and offer peer support

 

■ School Improvement Programmes: Choose between A, B or C (or 
opt for more than one for an additional fee of £1,500)

– A Quality Assurance Review: expert-led peer audit of school 
leadership, provision and outcomes

– B Growing the Top: Stand-out Schools: collaborate to push the 
boundaries of already-excellent performance

– C Extending Leading Practice: strong schools collaborate to 
extend and sustain excellence, includes a project element for 
middle leaders



■ Exclusive 20% discount on core ImpactEd subscription to evaluate 
and improve the impact of school initiatives on pupil outcomes   

■ Price ■ £7.60 per pupil
min fee: £3,260 
max fee: £8,800

■ £2,102 small 
school fee for 
mainstream 
schools of 150 
pupils or fewer, 
APs and special 
schools with 40 
pupils or fewer

■ Hub £3.10 
per pupil 
min fee: £2,070 
max fee: £4,660

■ Jubilee
Network fee
£2,500 
secondaries
£2,000 
primaries

■ £780
Pro rata if 
joining from 
Spring Term

■ Multi-year deal Subscribe for 
2 or 3 years to 
lock in at current 
prices

n/a n/a



Challenge Partners
John Keats Primary School,
391 Rotherhithe New Road
London SE16 3FN 

www.challengepartners.org

“The benefits have been huge throughout this pandemic, 

and confirmed for me the benefits of Challenge Partners. 

Compass Hub, has been fantastic, providing support for me as 

a headteacher, quality virtual training opportunities for all staff 

on a range of subjects which remind us what real teaching is all 

about, and equipping us to be effective teachers and leaders, 

and a link to a new group of schools and networking channels.” 

Kate Moyse Headteacher, Coston Primary

https://www.challengepartners.org/



